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Vickers Hardness Tester

ØEquips with Auto Turret, close loop loadings system, Key panel and 
touch screen double input methods, blue tooth transferring technology. 
Two models with max loadings force at 1Kgf and 2Kgf, meet different 
kind of materials measuring requirements. 

Ø5.2” color touch screen with innovative interface design, make force 
selection, dwell time setting, scale conversion and data reading, 
transferring, printing more convenient and fast.

ØOperator can smoothly switch objectives and indenter by auto turret, 
maximally avoid damages of objectives, Indenter and force system by 
manually operation.

ØAuto hardness conversion from vickers scale HV to HK, HBW, HRA, 
HRB, HRC, superficial rockwell scales, etc.

?Metal Shell, nice appearance design
?Available to save 500 groups test results
?Support hardness conversion among HRC, HRA, HRB, HV, HB, etc can 

convert 2 different scales simultaneously.
?4” LCD to display hardness result, conversion result, max min, mean 

value.
?Support  blue totooth printer, with RS 232 connect computer for software 

running
?Can test all kinds of metal which more than 5 kg.
?Indicator error + HLD, conform standard ASTM  A956.
?Support 7 types of impact devices 

Leed Hardness Tester

Rockwell Hardness Tester

?Half automatic hardness tester except loading initial force and change force knob. 
Operation is very convenient and fast. 

?Color touch screen, display loading indenter type, dwell time , and convers- ion scale.
?Motorized control loading, dwell and unloading, eliminates error by manual operation.
?Built-in micro processor auto computer max min mean and deviation value resolution is 0.1 

HR, largely improve accuracy.
? Auto hardness conversion to other scales, no need to check table and imp- rove working 

efficiency.
?Support Multiple languages, English, Turkish, German, etc. Convenient for local customers 

operation. 
?Save 2000 single testing results and 1000 group results for reviewing and analysis.
?Optional blue tooth mini printer is available.

Ultrasonic Hardness Tester

ØIntroduced latest ultrasonic sensor technology 
ØObtain accurate hardness value without auxiliary devices
ØExcellent human engineering design easy to hold 
ØQuick and accurate measuring for edge and fixed position of specimen
ØMicro Indentation, no destructive for specimen
Ømotorized control, one key fast measuring Eliminate hand shake  error 

by manual probe, higheraccuracy and repeatability
ØMore suitable for thin pieces, coating layer hardness  



Digital Rockwell Hardness Tester

?Half automatic hardness tester except loading initial force and change 
force knob Operation is very convenient and fast.

?Color touch screen, display loading force, indenter type, dwell time and 
conversion scale.

?Motorized control loading, dwell and unloading, eliminates error by manual 
operation.

?Built-in micro processor auto compute max, min, mean and deviation 
value, resolution is 0.1 HR, largely improve accuracy. 

?Auto hardness conversion to others scales, no need to check table and 
improve working efficiency.

?Support multiple languages, English, Turkish, German, etc. Convenient for 
local customers operation.

?Save 2000 single testing results and 1000 group result for reviewing and 
analysis

?Optional blue tooth mini printer is available.  

Brinell Hardness Tester

?Vexus SHB-3000D differs from like products is the close loop loading 
system, key panel and touch screen double input method, blue tooth 
transferring technology and digital measurement indentation 
technology.

?High accuracy close loop loading sensor replace traditional weights 
loading method, to realize automatic lloading dwell and unloading, 
makes easier installation  and butter measurement accuracy.

?Equips with 5.2” color touch screen with innovative design, makes 
force selection, dwell time setting, scale conversion and data reading, 
transferring, printing more convenient and fast.

?One touch operation of indentation measurement by high resolution 
objective, largely eliminate human error and avoid annoyance to check 
indentation comparison table.

?Auto hardness conversion from brinell scale HBW to HK, HV, HRA, 
HRB, HRC, superficial rockwell scales etc.

?Equips with bluetooth device, optional bluetooth printer and computer 
acceptor is available  to realize wireless printing and data transferring.



We are proud of continual support of our customer and feel honored to be associated with them since 
their inception. We appreciate the confidence of our customers in our quality and performance. 

Sales Office: 9A, Gurudwara Road, Hari  Vihar (Kakraula), Opp. Metro Poll No. 816, New 
Delhi 110043 (INDIA).

Correspondence Address : Plot No. 35, K-1 Extn, Bank Wali Gali Gurudwara Road, Mohan 
Garden, Uttam Nager, Delhi -110059.

Cell - 9811478874, 9811938703, 9212912990
E-mail    - info@fecproduct.com/ inquiry_fec@yahoo.com 
Website - www.fecproduct.com
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